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THE SOUND OF QUALITY

HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS IN DETAIL

WORKSHOP FURNITURE
The Tune Series was born to reorganize space in auto workshops, motorcycle 
workshops, and body shops and ensure that operations are carried out safely 
and efficiently.This furniture range features compositions with a simple and 
elegant form. Thanks to their wide application and intelligent design, they are 
suited for the most diverse workshop spaces.

1  3 mm thick scratch-resistant 
ABS cover along the entire module.
2  RAL 9005 color.
3  Load capacity of 30 kg
4  Sticker kit with Rotary logo.

 + Simplicity: design with clean, refined lines

 + Functionality: combinations developed to 

optimize the workshop space

 + Professionalism: Made in Italy products 

developed by decades of experience

TUNE SERIES
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ROT.WB-C121.900012

ROT.WB-C187.900111

 + 1 fixed drawer module with 5 drawers with a 
maximum load capacity of 30 kg each and key lock.

 + 1 cabinet with left opening and internal shelf with 
a maximum load capacity of 30 kg.

 + Structure in 10/10 sheet metal painted with epoxy 
powder and pre-assembled with easily adjustable 
feet and handle painted in light gray RAL 9006.

 + Dimensions: 60 cm x 120 cm x H 90 cm. 
 + RAL 9005 color.
 + 3 mm thick scratch-resistant ABS cover along the 

entire module.

 + 1 fixed drawer module with 5 drawers with a maximum load 
capacity of 30 kg each and key lock.

 + 1 cabinet with right opening, internal shelf and key lock.
 + 1 waste bin cabinet with 2 bins for separate waste collection.
 + Structure in 10/10 sheet metal painted with epoxy powder 

and pre-assembled with easily adjustable feet and handle 
painted in light gray RAL 9006.

 + Dimensions: 60 cm x 180 cm x H 90 cm.
 + RAL 9005 color.
 + 3 mm thick scratch-resistant ABS cover along the entire 

module.

ROT.WB-C181.900036

ROT.WB-C215.900074

 + 2 fixed drawer modules with 5 drawers with a 
maximum load capacity of 30 kg each and key lock.

 + 1 cabinet with left opening, internal shelf and key lock.
 + Structure in 10/10 sheet metal painted with epoxy 

powder and pre-assembled with easily adjustable feet 
and handle painted in light gray RAL 9006.

 + Dimensions: 60 cm x 180 cm x H 90 cm.
 + RAL 9005 color.
 + 3 mm thick scratch-resistant ABS cover along the 

entire module.

 + 1 fixed drawer module with 5 drawers with a maximum 
load capacity of 30 kg each and key lock.

 + Tool trolley with 4 pivoting wheels, equipped with 6 
drawers with tilting handle and key lock.

 + 1 cabinet with right opening, internal shelf and key lock.
 + Structure in 10/10 sheet metal painted with epoxy 

powder and preassembled with easily adjustable feet 
and handle painted in light gray RAL 9006.

 + Dimensions: 60 cm x 210 cm x H 90 cm.
 + RAL 9005 color.
 + 3 mm thick scratch-resistant ABS cover along the 

entire module.

 + 180 CM

 + 180 CM  + 210 CM

 + 120 CM

TUNE SERIES
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ROT.WB-T3.1.900067

ROT.WB-C182.900050

 + Open part trolley with 3 shelves covered by anti-scratch 
3 mm ABS.

 + Each shelf is suitable to hold 30 kg of max load 
(uniformly distributed on the surface).

 + Side handle.
 + 4 castor wheels, 1 equipped with brake.
 + Total dimensions: 80 x 45 x H 85 cm.
 + Delivered in compact mounting kit.
 + RAL9005 color.

 + 2 fixed drawer modules with 5 drawers with a 
maximum load capacity of 30 kg each and key lock.

 + 1 cabinet with left opening, internal shelf and key lock.
 + 3 wall panels with keyhole drilling with rear support 

bars to reach a total height of 2 meters.
 + Structure in 10/10 sheet metal painted with epoxy 

powder and pre-assembled with easily adjustable feet 
and handle painted in light gray RAL 9006.

 + Dimensions: 60 cm x 180 cm x H 90 cm (total H 200 cm).
 + RAL 9005 color.
 + 3 mm thick scratch-resistant ABS cover along the 

entire module.

ROT.ARFL004.900081

ROT.WB-C188.900029

 + Reception console with sloped top.
 + 2 drawers with a maximum load capacity of 

15 kg each and key lock.
 + 3 mm thick scratch-resistant ABS cover on 

the sloped surface.
 + 2 electrical socket outlets set up.
 + Complete with lockable doubledoor cabinet.
 + Adjustable feet.

 + 1 fixed drawer module with 5 drawers with a maximum 
load capacity of 30 kg each and key lock.

 + 1 cabinet with left opening, internal shelf and key lock.
 + 1 waste bin cabinet with 2 bins for separate waste 

collection.
 + 3 wall panels with keyhole drilling with rear support 

bars to reach a total height of 2 meters.
 + 3 wall units with inward sliding door and key lock.
 + Structure in 10/10 sheet metal painted with epoxy 

powder and pre-assembled easily adjustable feet and 
handle painted in light gray RAL 9006.

 + Dimensions: 63 cm x 180 cm x H 90 cm (total H 200 cm).
 + RAL 9005 color.
 + 3 mm thick scratch-resistant ABS cover along the 

entire module.

 + 180 CM + 180 CM

 + 80 CM  + 87 CM

TUNE SERIES
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ROT.WB-C216.900098

 + 1 fixed drawer module with 5 drawers 
with a maximum load capacity of 30 
kg each and key lock.

 + Tool trolley with 4 pivoting wheels, 
equipped with 6 drawers with tilting 
handle and key lock.

 + 1 cabinet with right opening, internal 
shelf and key lock.

 + 3 wall panels with keyhole drilling 
with rear support bars to reach a total 
height of 2 meters.

 + Structure in 10/10 sheet metal painted 
with epoxy powder and preassembled 
with easily adjustable feet and handle 
painted in light gray RAL 9006.

 + Dimensions: 60 cm x 210 cm x H 90 cm 
(total H 200 cm).

 + RAL 9005 color.
 + 3 mm thick scratch-resistant ABS 

cover along the entire module.

ROT.WB-C276.900043

 + 1 cabinet 2-meters high with left opening 
and 3 shelves of 30 kg each.

 + 1 fixed drawer module with 5 drawers 
with a maximum load capacity of 30 kg 
each and key lock.

 + Tool trolley with 4 pivoting wheels, 
equipped with 6 drawers and key lock.

 + 1 cabinet with left opening, internal shelf 
and key lock.

 + 3 wall panels with keyhole drilling with 
rear support bars to reach a total height 
of 2 meters.

 + Structure in 10/10 sheet metal painted 
with epoxy powder and pre-assembled 
with easily adjustable feet and handle 
painted in light gray RAL 9006.

 + Dimensions: 60 cm x 272 cm x H 90 cm 
(total H 200 cm).

 + RAL 9005 color.
 + 3 mm thick scratch-resistant ABS cover 

along the entire module.

 + 272 CM

 + 2 10 CM
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